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Introduction

• Patient-specific tool is one of the computer-assisted 

surgery techniques that aim to perform virtual surgery 

based on preoperative imaging (CT or MRI). 

• These tools are based on three-dimensional (3D) 

printing in which layers of materials are gradually 

placed to create 3D objects.

• Patient-specific jigs and related technology is adopted 

by surgeons with intention to replace conventional 

techniques, while improving accuracy of implant sizing 

and positioning, saving time and improving the overall 

outcomes1.         
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Methodology of developing a patient specific tool

DICOM from CT 

& MRI imported
Segmentation of 

bone and tumor

3D model with 

tumor in red 

Resection jig matching 

the anatomical contour

Jig file transferred to 3D printerModel printed layer by layerJig used intraoperatively



Patient specific tool Diagnosis (n= number of case) Patient specific instrument(PSI) developed

Anatomical prosthesis • Chondrosarcoma calcaneum (n=1)
• Subtrochanteric fracture in poliotic limb 

(n=1)

• 3D printed Calcaneal prosthesis
• Anatomical plate with jig guiding the proximal 

screws

Pre-contoured  template • Fracture acetabulum (n = 110) • Template to guide the contour of recon plate

Implant positioning jig • THR (n=18) • Jig for accurate acetabular cup placement

Bio-model • Ameloblastoma Mandible (n=4)

• Infected TKR (n=1)

• Bio-model to contour graft and plate for 
reconstruction of defect

• Scaffold to create anatomical antibiotic spacer

Direction guiding jig • Spine fracture (n=51)
• Osteoid osteoma (n=1)
• SCFE (n=1)

• Pedicle screw guiding jig
• Jig guiding Radio frequency ablation probe
• Jig guiding cannulated screw direction

Osteotomy  jig • Bone tumor requiring resection( n= 20)
• Developmental dysplasia hip (n =3)

• Jig guiding osteotomy level 
• Jig guiding proximal femur osteotomy

Cortical window marking jig • Bone tumor requiring curettage (n=9) • Jig marking the cortical window



Jig for pedicle screw placement

Jig guiding RFA probe in osteoid osteoma

Jig for acetabular cup placement in THR

3D printed calcaneal prosthesis Jig for curettage window in ABC

Osteotomy jig for DDH

Customized spacer for infected TKR 

Customized spacer for reconstruction

Resection jig for ewing’s sarcoma

Bio-model for ameloblastoma mandible



Discussion

• Patient specific tools substantially improves the accuracy of surgery, enabling a surgeon 

to reproduce a given preoperative plan reliably and consistently2.

• Well known for its customization, it presents new potential for treating complex 

orthopaedics surgery3.
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Future lacunae

• 3D bio-printing of viable cells is being researched  which will compose the missing 

bone and soft tissue which will define the new prospects for reconstruction in operative 

procedures4.

• 4D printing a technology under research to develop artificial bone for children which 

can grow as per patient requirement5.


